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Abstract
Intense research on nanocrystals synthesized in solution is motivated by their original physical properties, determined by their sizes and shapes at various scales. However, the mastery of the syntheses is limited by our understanding of crystallisation,
challenged by the now well-established prevalence of non-crystalline intermediates. In
particular, the impact of such intermediates on the final s izes a nd c rystal q uality remains unclear because characterization of their evolution at nanometer and millisecond
scales with non-perturbative analyses has remained a challenge. Here, we evidence
from in situ X-ray scattering that nucleation and growth of YVO4:Eu nanocrystals is
spatially restrained within amorphous, nanometer-scaled intermediates. The reactivity
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and size of these amorphous intermediates determine (i) the mono vs polycrystalline
character of final crystals, and (ii) the size of final cr ystals. This implies that designing
amorphous intermediates themselves, that form in less than 6 ms, is one of the keys
towards controlled bottom-up syntheses of optimized nanoparticles.

Nanocrystals synthesis by co-precipitation in water at room temperature and pressure is
prevalent in living organisms (formation of spikes and shells) and appealing for industrial
processes due to their low environment and energetic footprint. In co-precipitation processes, “classical” visions such as the LaMer model state that the particle size is governed
by combination of crystal nucleation rate and reactant depletion: if the nucleation rate is
high, most reactants are consumed in the nucleation step and little to no growth is expected,
and vice versa. 1 With this point of view, modulating the nucleation rate by tuning synthesis
parameters such as precursor or ligand chemistry, or initial supersaturation should lead to a
fine control of the nanocrystal size.
However, the link between the synthesis parameters and the final c rystals s izes i s now
questioned, because the classical description of a direct transition from the ions to the nascent
crystals (classical nucleation) is nowadays amply questioned by experimental evidence: an increasing number of co-precipitation processes are known to follow a so-called "non-classical"
crystallisation mechanism that involve non-crystalline intermediate states, such as oligomers,
reactant-rich droplets, or amorphous particles. 2–15 A major challenge of the field i s t hus to
find out the relationship between the structure of the intermediates and that of the final particles. In particular for nanocrystals, the final s tructural p arameters a re p resumably more
sensitive to the details of nucleation process, as the typical critical size of nucleation is usually in the nanometer range. 16 The key to actively controlling nanocrystal size may therefore
possibly lie in these intermediate states, which are not considered in classical nucleation
theories (CNT) - including the LaMer model.
2

Here, we determine how amorphous transient particles, from which nanocrystals nucleate, determine the final m icrostructure o f n anocrystals, i .e. t heir i nner m orphology, porosity, or mono/polycrystalline character down to the nanometer scale. The microstructure of
nanoparticles is of practical interest since it impacts significantly the properties of the nanomaterials. For instance, the luminescence properties of YVO4:Eu nanocrystals (yttrium
vanadate doped with europium) depend on both the crystal quality and the specific area,
so a compromise between a defectless nanomaterial and a fragmented nanomaterial has to
be found. 17,18 The synthesis by co-precipitation of YVO4:Eu is a good case study, because
we found previously an indirect evidence that crystallisation is confined i n t he amorphous
particles, 15 and found how to produce polycrystals or monocrystals by varying the alkalinity
of the co-precipitation medium. 19
Here, we show that the different microstructures are indeed determined by a combination
of nucleation/growth kinetics, and confinement o f t he r eaction w ithin t he p recursor amorphous nanoparticles. The synthesis of luminescent YVO4:Eu nanocrystals is conducted by
co-precipitation in water at ambient temperature and pressure. Two precursors are mixed
in stoichiometric proportions: 20 (i) a solution containing Y3+ and Eu3+ ions and (ii) a highpH solution of vanadate, prepared by dissolving sodium metavanadate NaVO3 in water and
adding n ≥ 2 molar equivalents of base to favour conversion into orthovanadate VO43–:
VO3– + n OH–

VO43– + (n − 2 )OH– + H2O

It has been reported before that the colloidal suspensions of YVO4:Eu nanocrystals are
obtained from a precipitate that forms immediately after mixing. 15,20 Furthermore, the initial
OH– amount n is a control parameter to produce either rough, polycrystalline nanoparticles
(n = 2, YV2 synthesis), or monocrystalline nanoparticles with well-defined f acets ( n = 3,
YV3 synthesis), as reported in our previous work. 19 TEM and XRD show that the particles
already possess their mono/polycrystalline character after 24 h of reaction (Figures 1 and 2,
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SI 2), although facetting is incomplete for YV3 nanocrystals.

In order to make a first

qualitative comparison of the kinetics of crystallisation, we estimated the volume fraction of
YVO4:Eu nanocrystals from their characteristic red-light emission under UV excitation (see
SI 3). 15,20,21 We observe an increase in luminescence for YV2 that is two orders of magnitude
faster than for YV3 (onset at ca. 30 s vs 5000 s, see SI 3), suggesting the difference in
crystallisation kinetics is linked to the difference in polycrystallinity. However, in the YV3
synthesis, an alternative hypothesis could be that polycrystals form at intermediate reaction
times and reconstruct into monocrystals at a later stage. The important question is thus to
evidence if monocrystals form directly or via polycrystalline intermediate particles, and if
the amorphous intermediates dictate the polycrystallinity of the final nanocrystals.

Figure 1: Proposed mechanisms of formation of YVO4:Eu nanocrystals as a function of the
nominal hydroxyl ratio n. In both cases, crystals nucleate from intermediate amorphous
particles, grow up to the minimum observable size kpop-corn and grow further at the rate klate .
To discriminate the direct formation of monocrystals from a subsequent reconstruction,
we performed in situ SAXS/WAXS for both syntheses from times as short as 6 ms. SAXS
and WAXS patterns evidence that both syntheses involve a transient amorphous aggregate
of nanometer-scaled subunits (Fig. 3 and SI 4), consistent with cryoTEM images of YV3
samples quenched prior to crystallization (Fig. 2a-b), and as observed in similar syntheses 15 .
At the shortest measured reaction time (6 ms) and up to at least 20 s, the scattered intensity
at low angles is five o rders o f m agnitude a bove t hat o f w ater ( SI 4 ), c haracteristic o f large
−1

structures forming upon mixing. Also, at larger angles (q ≥ 1 Å ), no Bragg peaks are
4

Figure 2: TEM micrographs at 18 min reaction time for a YV3 synthesis (a and b), and at
24 h reaction time for the YV2 synthesis (c) and for the YV3 synthesis (d).
observable, but instead a broad correlation peak, evidencing the absence of any small crystals.
The amorphous intermediate exhibits three levels of aggregation (see schemes on Fig. 1 and
−1

SI 4): subunits with diameter of ca. 1 nm (inflexion at q ' 0.3 Å ) are aggregated into
−1

amorphous particles with a diameter of ca. 20 nm–25 nm (inflexion at q ' 8 × 10−2 Å ),
themselves aggregated into larger fractal structures (I ∝ q −p with p ' 2.7 − 3.1 at low
angles). 22
Contrary to the final nanocrystals, the characteristic sizes of the amorphous intermediate
are poorly sensitive to the initial OH– amount n. After fitting the Beaucage unified equation
commonly used to model fractal aggregation (Eq. S1), 23 we find that the amorphous particles
have a diameter of gyration between ca. 19 nm (n = 2) and 24 nm (n = 3), and their
constitutive amorphous subunits with a diameter of gyration of ca. 9 Å in both cases
(Table 1). As an indication, for monodisperse, spherical objects it corresponds to respective
diameters of 25 nm (YV2) to 31 nm (YV3) for the amorphous particles, and of 1.2 nm for
the amorphous subunits (see eq. S2).
At later stages crystallisation occurs, as evidenced by the emergence of Bragg peaks in
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Figure 3: a) Small angle X-ray scattering and b) Wide angle X-ray scattering patterns
recorded for a n = 2 synthesis. ( ) recorded with the stopped-flow configuration (total injection flow rate 8 mL s−1 ), and ( ) recorded with the millifluidic+peristaltic configuration.
c) Small angle X-ray scattering and d) Wide angle X-ray scattering patterns recorded for a
n = 3 synthesis by uptaking aliquots.
Table 1: Structural parameters for the two syntheses of nanoparticles.

Amorphous primary grain diameter of gyration (nm)
Amorphous particle diameter of gyration (nm)
Crystalline primary grain diameter of gyration (nm)
Crystalline particle diameter of gyration (nm)
Crystal coherence lengths (nm)

Initial OH– amount n
2
3
0.9
0.9
19
24
2
30
15
30
10
25

the WAXS region (Fig. 3b and d, Fig. 4a). The Bragg peaks appear only after a lag time
varying from ca. 40 s (n = 2) to 1200 s (n = 3) (Table 2). As discussed earlier, this lag
time is also noticed in luminescence measurements (SI 3) and is assigned to the nucleation
induction time, i.e. the time needed for oligomers of precursor to overcome the activation
barrier and grow up to the detection limit. 24
During crystallisation, the scattering signal is assumed to be a mixture of purely amor6

Table 2: Kinetic parameters for the two syntheses of nanoparticles.

Induction time t (s)
Steady-state nucleation rate J (m−3 s−1 )
Growth rate during nucleation kpop-corn (s−1 )
Growth rate after nucleation klate (s−1 )
Measured number of primary grains per particle
Predicted number of primary grains per particle N

Initial OH– amount n
2
3
8-38
1170-1200
9.8 × 1021
1.2 × 1015
0.4-7.8
480-500
0.01
9.5
180
'1
32-143
<1

phous and purely crystalline contributions, which need to be separated. For that purpose, we first computed the total volume fraction of the amorphous phase from the total scattered intensity in the absence of Bragg peaks using the invariant theorem (Q =
R∞
[Imodel (q) − I+∞ ]q 2 dq, eq. S1 and S3), which relates the total scattered intensity to the
0
volume fraction and electronic density of the scatterers and states that the total scattered
intensity is independent of the scatterer spatial arrangement. This volume fraction was found
equal to 85% of the value expected if all reactants were consumed to form crystals. This suggests that the intermediate network contains most of the atoms which will later crystallise
(Fig. 4a). Second, we noticed that the signal of the amorphous intermediate presents no
detectable evolution between 6 ms and 37 s, see SI 4. We can thus assume that upon crystallisation the scattering signal will correspond to a linear combination of purely amorphous
and purely crystalline contributions. Based on this assumption, we extracted the crystal
contribution to the SAXS signal (materials and methods, Eq. S5) and evaluated the volume
fractions, diameters of gyration, volumes and number concentrations of crystalline primary
grains and crystalline particles at all reaction times (Eqs S1, S7, S8 and S10, and Figs. 4a,
b and c).
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Figure 4: Physical parameters extracted from the SAXS/WAXS patterns, for the YV2 synthesis (left column) and the YV3 synthesis (right column). a) Volume fractions: total
volume fractions expected for a complete reaction (
), and measured from total scattering. Volume fractions from integration of the Bragg peaks, and from integration of the
SAXS patterns. b) Sizes: diameters of gyration of the amorphous subunits, crystalline grains
and particles, and coherence lengths from WAXS. c) Numeric concentrations of crystalline
primary grains and particles. d) Volume of the primary grains. The dotted lines indicates
the slopes used to calculate the growth rate klate .

The SAXS contributions of the developing crystals unveil two different crystallisation
8

scenarios depending on the initial OH– amount, n (see Fig. 1). For n = 2, nucleation
results in the formation of crystalline primary grains with a diameter of gyration of 2 nm,
corresponding to the consumption of ca. 10 amorphous subunits within the pre-existing
amorphous particle of 19 nm diameter of gyration. Regardless of the nucleation mechanism,
as crystalline primary grains progressively increase in number within the amorphous particle
(from 1 × 1022 per m−3 of solution to 4 × 1023 m−3 between 40 and 63 s, Fig. 4c), their
probability of nucleation near an already formed crystalline primary grain increases. The
crowding and the depletion of precursors inside the amorphous particle leads to aggregation
of the crystalline primary grains, hence the formation of polycrystalline particles which
progressively grow (Fig. 4b and Fig. 1), until depletion of reactants in the initial amorphous
particle.
On the other hand, the monocrystals observed at n = 3 appear not to form by rapid
reconstruction of polycrystals. At intermediate crystallisation yields (η = 20%, Fig. 5), direct
inspection of the SAXS patterns evidence that the crystal contribution for n = 2 presents
−1

a prominent correlation signal at q ' 2 × 10−1 Å , characteristic of the accumulation of
crystalline primary grains inside the polycrystalline particle. This signature is absent for
n = 3, evidencing that the crystalline nanoparticles at intermediate reaction times can
be assimilated to single crystalline primary grains. The particles at n = 3 thus form by
nucleation of few single crystals growing across the whole amorphous particle and consuming
ca. 37000 amorphous subunits instead of 10 for n = 2, as depicted Fig 1.
The kinetic parameters measured at the nanometer-scale give insight on how the microstructures of the nanoparticles are determined by competition between nucleation and
growth, combined with confinement i n t he a morphous p articles. W hen n i s i ncreased from
n = 2 to n = 3, the diameter of gyration of the crystalline primary grains grows from 2
nm to ca. 30 nm, suggesting that nucleation of new crystals becomes less favorable than
growth on already formed crystals. We confirmed t his a ssertion b y c omparing t he kinetics
of nucleation and growth : first, w e e stimated t he s teady-state n ucleation r ates, J , from
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Figure 5: SAXS patterns taken at 20% crystalline yield ( ) and contribution of the crystals
( ) and of the amorphous particles ( ), a) for the YV2 synthesis (t = 48 s) and b) for
the YV3 synthesis (t = 20 min).
the evolution of the number of crystalline primary grains per unit volume (Fig. 4c). The
steady-state nucleation rate, evaluated as the slope at early reaction times, decreases by
seven orders of magnitude as n varies from 2 to 3 (Table 2). Second, we retrieved two
different mean growth rates (see schemes in Fig. 1): (i) the growth rate past the minimal
observable size klate (Fig. 4d), which can be directly resolved from the increase in volume of
the crystalline primary grains, and (ii) the growth rates of crystals immediately after nucleation kpop-corn , from the critical nucleation size to the smallest observable size (ca. 1 nm).
Following Kaschchiev et al., kpop-corn is inferred from the induction time t, i.e. the time
needed for a sufficient number of crystals to nucleate and grow until the lowest detectable
crystal volume fraction φm = 1 × 10−4 :

t=

2φm
kpop-corn VYVO4 J

1/2
(1)

3

with VYVO4 = 80 Å the volume of a YVO4:Eu formula unit.
We find that kpop-corn is at least fifty times higher than the growth rate at longer reaction
10

times klate (Table 2). In the YV2 synthesis, crystalline primary grains grow from the critical
size up to the detectable size at a rate of ca. kpop-corn (YV2) = 0.4 s−1 to 8 s−1 , then grow
much slower at a rate klate (YV2) < 1 × 10−2 s−1 . The decrease in the detected mean growth
rate therefore suggests that the “pop-corn” nucleation/growth process prevails up to a particle size somewhere below the minimum detectable size, depletes the amorphous phase in
reactants and hinders further growth at larger particle sizes. Similarly, in the YV3 synthesis,
kpop-corn (YV3) is fifty times higher than k late (YV3), suggesting that once all reactants in the
amorphous particle are used for the "pop-corn" growth, further growth is hindered.
In both cases the crystallisation reaction propagates within the amorphous particles
across the nanometer-sized amorphous subunits via “pop-corn” nucleation/growth of crystalline primary grains, but growth above ca. 40 nm is precluded by depletion : a so-called
"confinement e ffect". In addition, we observe that a high nucleation rate (1 × 1022 m −3 s−1 )
leads to small primary grains (8 nm3 ) that form polycrystals, while a low nucleation rate
(1 × 1015 m−3 s−1 ) leads to much bigger primary grains (ca. 33 500 nm3 ) that become monocrystals. Polycrystallinity thus results from both (i) the competition between nucleation and
growth and (ii) the confinement inside amorphous nanoparticles.
The confinement o f t he c rystallisation r eaction i nside t he v olume o f a morphous phase
Vamorph is also quantitatively supported by the relation between the nucleation and growth
rates J and kpop-corn , and the number of crystalline primary grains after nucleation N . Assuming the reaction cannot consume more than a volume of metastable phase, Vamorph , we
expect (see SI 6):
s
N = Vamorph

J
kpop-corn VYVO4

(2)

This is in good agreement with our experimental findings (Table 2 ): Eq. 2 combined with
the experimental parameters yields N (YV2) = 32-143 crystalline primary grains per particle,
for n = 2, against 180 experimentally measured. For n = 3, we find t hat t he t ime needed
for a new crystal to nucleate inside an amorphous particle, (JVamorph )−1 , greatly exceeds
the time needed for an already formed crystal to consume the whole amorphous particle,
11



YVO4
kpop-corn VVamorph

−1

, and measure accordingly N (YV3) around unity.

The number of primary grains N directly impacts the polycrystallinity (Fig. 4b, see also
SI 5). For n = 3, the crystal coherence length (25 nm) remains below the particle size
(40 nm, corresponding to at most 4 crystallites per particle, depending on the hypotheses
on their shapes and assuming no defects, Fig. 4b). In other words, the crystal coherence
length for n = 3 is roughly the size of a single amorphous particle, so YV3 nanoparticles
can be considered monocrystalline. By contrast, for a n = 2 synthesis, the crystal coherence
length (10 nm) exceeds the size of the crystalline primary grains (2 nm), i.e. a crystal domain
consists of ca. 75 crystalline primary grains. A significant fraction of the crystalline primary
grains are likely formed by secondary nucleation at the surface of already formed grains and
extend the crystalline domains beyond the primary grains. However, because the amount of
reactants is limited and several nucleation events occur, crystalline domains cannot extend
to the whole amorphous particle, leading to polycrystals.
Our results demonstrate how the LaMer model must be adapted when a metastable,
intermediate amorphous state of low solubility is involved.

In that case, reactants first

form dense amorphous particles of finite s ize. C rystallisation t hen o ccurs c onfined in the
amorphous particles. Therefore, the size of the amorphous intermediate particles governs
the nanocrystal size; and the opposition between kinetics of nucleation and growth determine
whether polycrystals or monocrystals are produced. In other words, the Lamer model is a
poor indicator for the size of the nanoparticles, but instead becomes a reasonable guideline
for the microstructure (primary grain size) of the nanoparticles, in an adapted version where
the mother phase is the amorphous matrix instead of the solution. Our approach should
provide efficient levers for synthesis control not only of chemical, but also of physical origin,
as the structure of the amorphous phase seems independent on the chemical conditions. This
in turn calls for a better understanding of the formation of the amorphous particles, here at
reaction times lower than 6 ms.
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